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A
warm welcome to the latest issue of Impact: NFER’s research news for schools.

I'd like to thank all the readers who replied to our questionnaire about Impact in

the last issue; we were all delighted that the response was so positive about the

magazine, which had just been relaunched. Completing the questionnaire gave schools

the chance to win a £100 Amazon gift token and I'm pleased to announce that West

Road Primary School in Doncaster was the lucky school. There's a questionnaire in this

issue that asks for your views on NFER's research and activities in general, and once again

we're offering a £100 token from Amazon.

As well as providing NFER with valuable help in its research, we know that many of

our readers are carrying out research of their own to improve teaching and learning in

their schools. In recognition of this, NFER has launched an award that acknowledges

their achievements and is endorsed by a number of other leading organisations. Every

qualifying school and college will receive a certificate and logo to promote the fact that

they have been recognised as a research-engaged school. There’s more information

about the award on our website at www.nfer.ac.uk

The articles in this issue reflect the breadth of NFER's research for schools. They

range from a review of current trends in how young people use new technologies and

whether computers can mark long test answers, to the most effective ways to assess cit-

izenship education and how 14–19 year olds can be helped to make the right decisions

about their education. And I can’t resist mentioning ‘Teachers don’t want chocolate!’ –

the (admittedly counter-intuitive) title of an article on how NFER is making it easier for

schools to participate in its research activities.

I hope you'll enjoy Impact – please let me have your views about what you'd like to

see in it and your own experiences of participating in research.

Gail Goodwin, Editor

g.goodwin@nfer.ac.uk
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tiatives, develop new policies and plans, ini-
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provide guidelines for schools and parents,
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ing in the same area.

EMIE at NFER provides a range of infor-

mation services to staff working in, or with,

local authority children's services and edu-

cation departments. The aim of the service

is to support the work of local authorities

and their partners through sharing expertise

and effective practice. By providing a proac-

tive information service on management and

policy issues EMIE supports work to improve

outcomes for all children and young people. 

All EMIE services are available at

www.nfer.ac.uk/emie.
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Government Education and Children’s Serv-
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N
FER has launched an award for

schools and colleges that acknowl-

edges the efforts they are making

in using research to improve teaching and

learning. 

The award is backed by

leading educational organi-

sations: the National Union

of Teachers, the Institute for

Education, the Learning and Skills Im-

provement Service, the National College

for Leadership of Schools and Children’s

Services and Education Journal. The aim of

the award is to recognise the benefits of re-

search engagement in practice as well as

policy, reinforcing continued professional

development in teaching and learning.

Every successful school will receive a cer-

tificate and a logo to use on their letter-

head.

If your school or college is already un-

dertaking research or is planning to in the

near future, this award  offers recognition

that the work you are doing has met a de-

fined set of criteria and is therefore of a

standard high enough to warrant it. The

award recognises commitment to under-

taking research, and the quality assurance

processes in place, but it cannot guarantee

the quality of all research

undertaken. 

To qualify for the award,

schools and colleges need

to submit details of the re-

search they have undertaken, which will be

assessed against 22 criteria. To be eligible

at least 70 per cent of the criteria must be

fulfilled, which cover five sections: 

• value, leadership and culture

• support systems

• research activity

• impact

• sustainability.

At least two criteria in each section must

be achieved. The award is for groups only

and all schools and colleges are eligible to

apply.

Further information 

For information and application details visit

www.nfer.ac.uk/research-engaged-award

New award recognises research
engagement

‘Research puts the ‘wow moments’ back into teaching. We

do the things we’re interested in and we know it will have a

payoff for our school.’

‘It gave me confidence and something to share with

others. I didn’t think I could do it at first but I was amazed

at what we achieved.’

this is an award for

groups only and all

schools and colleges are

eligiable to apply

029 20 475 475
www.techniquest.org

Sensational Science

Workshops, shows, topical science

debate, exhibits to explore

What will your students discover?

H
elping

teachers
to

deliver
the

N
ational C

urriculum

“
Gail Goodwin

www.nfer.ac.uk/research-engaged-award
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The Arsenal Double Club project works with

underachieving pupils in key stage 3 to im-

prove attainment, particularly in literacy and

numeracy. Providing an innovative ‘double

experience’ programme, the project com-

bines classroom education with coaching in

football or another sport.  This project will

determine the effectiveness of the scheme,

identify good practice and provide evidence

on how best to roll out Double Clubs to other

schools.

Further information

www.nfer.ac.uk/nfer/research/projects/

arsenal-double-club-evaluation/

The Arsenal Double Club
evaluation (Playing for Success)

What’s in progress at NFER?

Allie Chownsmith

School transport subsidy
scheme
This research aims to evaluate the School

Transport Subsidy Pilot Scheme, run by the

Public Information Programme Team at the

House of Commons. The scheme aims to en-

courage educational visits to Parliament from

schools outside London and the South East.

Further information

www.nfer.ac.uk/nfer/research/projects/scho

ol-transport-subsidy-pilot/

The DCSF intend to develop a national pro-

fessional qualification for careers coordi-

nators that is fully informed by careers

personnel. NFER has carried out research

aiming to inform the development of the

new qualification. DCSF’s needs are for de-

tailed insights into current practice, an es-

timate of potential demand for a new

qualification and recommendations and

guidance to inform its development.

Further information

www.nfer.ac.uk/nfer/publications/CCB01/

Careers 
co-ordinators

in schools

Tell us what you think

about NFER’s research

and activities.

Complete the questionnaire

enclosed with this issue or go to

www.nfer.ac.uk/impact 

to give us your views. 

The first questionnaire pulled

from a hat on

Friday 12 March will receive

£100 in Amazon tokens.

impact

£100
in Amazon tokens

WIN!

To advertise in Impact: NFER’s research news 

for schools or to order a media pack contact 

Jackie Bristow on 01295 780244.

www.nfer.ac.uk/nfer/publications/CCB01/
www.nfer.ac.uk/nfer/research/projects/school-transport-subsidy-pilot/
www.nfer.ac.uk/nfer/research/projects/school-transport-subsidy-pilot/
www.nfer.ac.uk/nfer/research/projects/arsenal-double-club-evaluation/
www.nfer.ac.uk/nfer/research/projects/arsenal-double-club-evaluation/
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R
ecent changes in the curriculum

mean that young people aged 14–

19 are now navigating their way

through increasingly complex decisions

about their education: not only which of

four pathways– GCSEs and A levels, Diplo-

mas, Apprenticeships and Foundation

Learning– to follow, but also the specific

subjects they will study, and where they

will study.

Recent NFER research has explored the

way in which young people make choices

at the ages of 14 and 16, and evaluated key

developments in the 14–19 curriculum,

such as the Increased Flexibility Pro-

gramme, the Young Apprenticeship Pro-

gramme and the introduction of Diplomas.

The research provides some key mes-

sages for everyone who supports and ad-

vises young people, especially those who

do not select the more established path-

way of GCSEs and A levels, in their decision

making.

• Young people need support in decision

making from informed adults– not only

guidance professionals but those with

insights into specific courses, such as

staff in college or training providers.

• Teachers, parents or carers who know

the young person well can assist them

in reviewing and interpreting informa-

tion so that they can make an informed

decision that is right for them. To do

this, these individuals will need to be in-

formed about the available options.    

• The information and guidance provided

needs to include not only the content

and learning style of courses but also, in

the context of delivery by more than

one institution, practical and logistical

implications such as travel and costs.

• Young people need to be aware of the

implications of their decision – pursuing

an applied option at this stage may in-

fluence future decision making.  How-

ever, non-GCSE choices at 16 do not

appear to constrain their options at the

end of compulsory schooling, as young

people who have undertaken these

qualifications have pursued a variety of

routes post-16.  

Further information   

www.nfer.ac.uk/nfer/publications/SMD01/

Helping young 
people make the right
decisions
Helen Marson-Smith

www.nfer.ac.uk/nfer/publications/SMD01/
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C
omputerised marking of multiple-

choice ‘closed’ test responses is

nothing new, but can computers ac-

curately mark children’s ‘open’ written re-

sponses? It seems they can, up to a point. 

Intelligent Assessment Technologies is

a company that has pioneered the com-

puterised assessment of free-text ques-

tion responses. Working with NFER, they

used a range of children’s responses to

science questions to ‘train’ their com-

puter marking system. 

Unsurprisingly, the computer marked

single-word responses well during tri-

alling, and was often more accurate than

human markers. Less predictably, a

longer response, which had the complica-

tion of incorrect science negating an other-

wise correct answer, had the same

accuracy rate (98.8 per cent) with both

computer and human marking. The accu-

racy of the computer marking started to fall

behind human markers on more complex

responses.

Armed with the results of this ex-

ploratory research, NFER developed two

questions for the new upper key stage 2 sci-

ence challenges in the i-nfer plan e-assess-

ment package. 

One question asks what a hairdryer does to

make water evaporate quickly (figure 1).

The ideal answer should refer to a hairdryer

producing both warmth and wind to speed

up evaporation, but trialling showed many

children referred to just one of these fac-

tors. Researchers had to make careful deci-

sions as to where to draw the line between

correct and incorrect responses; with 49

per cent of year 5/6 children getting the

question right, it is now performing as a

level 5 question should. The next decision

was how much space to allow for children

to type their responses and NFER’s re-

searchers settled for two lines (180 char-

acters). Analysis showed the average time

taken to answer the question was 75 sec-

onds, which demonstrates that children

ably respond to this format. 

The use of this computer marking sys-

tem increases the already wide range of

response formats in NFER’s e-assess-

ments, allowing for further skills and un-

derstanding to be tested.

Further information

The key stage 2 science e-assessments can

be seen at www.i-nfer.co.uk.

This research was funded by NFER. 

With thanks to Hazel Griffin, Claire Hodg-

son, Emily Jones and Marian Sainsbury.

Figure 1 Science question on i-nfer plan

Can computers
mark long test
answers?

Christine Williams

www.i-nfer.co.uk
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N
FER researchers have recently di-

rected and completed a ground-

breaking project on pupil

assessment in citizenship education in col-

laboration with CIDREE, an international

educational consortium. 

Responding to a recognised gap in

knowledge about purpose and current

practices in this area, NFER worked with

colleagues in eight European countries –

England, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, The

Netherlands, Northern Ireland, Scotland

and Wales – to answer three core ques-

tions.

• Can you assess pupils in citizenship 

education?

• If yes, how can you do it effectively? 

• What are the challenges in developing

pupil assessment in citizenship educa-

tion?

Researchers collected information compar-

ing current policies, purposes and practices

in the eight countries. The final report maps

the emerging themes in assessing citizen-

ship learning among pupils of all ages, iden-

tifies the main challenges and highlights the

possibilities for taking this area forward.

Assessing citizenship education
purposes, possibilities and practices 

David Kerr and Avril Keating
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Can you assess pupils in citizenship edu-

cation?

The overwhelming answer to this question

was yes. The majority of participating coun-

tries are undertaking assess-

ment of citizenship learning

at some point between age

five and 18 for their pupils,

and policy plans suggest

that the assessment of

pupils' learning in the sub-

ject will become more

prevalent.

How can you assess pupils effectively?

The policies, approaches and practices

across the eight countries revealed that it

is possible to assess learning in citizenship

education effectively if there is a clear strat-

egy for such learning and assessment. How-

ever, there is no one way of assessing

pupils’ learning in citizenship education;

rather, there is a range of ways, each of

which is equally valid.

It is easier to assess what

pupils have learnt in citizen-

ship where learning is deliv-

ered through discrete

curriculum time and much

more difficult to assess it

where citizenship is deliv-

ered through cross-curricular approaches.

What are the issues and challenges in 

developing pupil assessment in citizen-

ship education?

The project underlined that pupil assess-

ment in citizenship education is very much

under development, with policies, ap-

proaches and practices progressing rapidly

across European countries. It also high-

lighted the considerable challenges that re-

main if more effective assessment is to be

achieved. These challenges relate to six as-

pects:

1 rationale and definition

2 scope and scale

3 consistency and progression

4 training and development

5 evaluation and review

6 sharing and dissemination.

Taken together these provide an essential

‘checklist’ when considering how to

progress the effective assessment of pupil

learning in citizenship, whether in formu-

lating teaching practice in individual class-

rooms or forming assessment policy in

local, national and supra-na-

tional agencies.

Final comment

‘The project reinforced the

power of collaboration be-

tween European partners. It

showed how quickly things

are changing, with the origi-

nal question “Can you assess

pupils in citizenship education?” being re-

placed by a much greater focus on, “how

can you effectively assess?”‘ said David

Kerr, who directed the project.

Looking to the future, the research high-

lights how current developments in pupil

assessment more generally, particularly

through Assessment for Learning, are cre-

ating exciting opportunities to assess not

only the more traditional cognitive dimen-

sion (knowledge and under-

standing) of citizenship but

also the active dimension

(skills and behaviours) and

affective dimension (values

and attitudes). These moves

herald the possibility that

assessment in citizenship education can be

comparable in its rigour and standards to

that in other curriculum subjects and areas.

Further information

Kerr, D. Keating, A. and Ireland, E. (2009).

Pupil Assessment in Citizenship Education:

Purposes, Practices and Possibilities. Report

of a CIDREE Collaborative Project. Slough:

NFER/CIDREE.

www.nfer.ac.uk/nfer/publications/PCE01/

CIDREE is the Consortium of Institutions for

Development and Research in Education in

Europe. It is a network of educational or-

ganisations involved in curriculum devel-

opment and/or educational research, set

up in 1990 to establish closer working rela-

tionships at a European level. CIDREE is run

by the members, for the members, and 

collaboration largely takes the form of re-

ciprocal study visits and the development

of joint projects and publications.

the majority of

participating countries

are undertaking

assessment of

citizenship learning at

some point between age

five and 18

it is possible to assess

learning in citizenship

education effectively if

there is a clear strategy

for such learning and

assessment

www.nfer.ac.uk/nfer/publications/PCE01/
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Helping schools participat   

O
ut of context, this statement might

appear counter-intuitive, but re-

cent research conducted through

NFER’s Teacher Voice omnibus panel found

teachers would be put off participating in

educational research if offered a box of

chocolates for doing so. Instead they would

rather know that their input has made a

difference to policy and practice, and re-

ceive research summaries and results. In

short, teachers want their say in educa-

tional issues, want to be heard and want to

be recognised for their input into research.

Schools’ participation in research is the

backbone of NFER’s work. In 2008, over

27,000 schools from across the UK took

part in its projects. Without schools, the

Foundation would not be able to carry out

research with a robust evi-

dence base.

However, it is becoming

harder to find schools that

will take part in research.

NFER is aware of the burden

on schools and how difficult

it is for teachers and other school staff to

find time for themselves or pupils to par-

ticipate, because of busy timetables – so

the Foundation does everything it can to

make it as easy as possible.  

NFER also aims, where possible, to give

something back to them – research sum-

maries, results from questionnaires and

tests, and links to useful outcomes on web-

sites. We also show our appreciation in

other ways, like giving certificates to pupils,

payment for schools or pupils, and little

gifts. The Foundation has recently re-

vamped its website to create a new schools

page, which will provide useful material for

schools and allow them to

benefit more from its re-

search.  

Teachers, pupils, other

staff and parents are key to

NFER’s work and have an

enormous impact on policy,

on evaluation and on overall change in ed-

ucation.  We hope to continue gathering

their views and providing something back

for all efforts they make. 

Further information

www.nfer.ac.uk/teacher-voice/

Teachers
don’t want
chocolate!

Maria Charles and Katie Pyle

without schools, the

Foundation would not

be able to carry out

research with a robust

evidence base

www.nfer.ac.uk/teacher-voice/
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N
FER is committed to making par-

ticipation in research as easy as

possible for schools that give up

their valuable time to help with its work. 

One area where the Foundation has

tried to improve things is how it exchanges

data with schools, by introducing a secure

School Portal website. Every school that

takes part in NFER’s research has an ac-

count on the Portal, where copies of corre-

spondence and other information about

the project are stored, which schools can

access to find out more about the research.

Many of our projects involve schools sub-

mitting some data about participating

pupils, which they can do quickly, easily and

safely via the Portal; in most cases schools

can just upload a file exported straight from

their MIS. Once the re-

search is finished, NFER

often makes individual feed-

back available for schools to

download from the Portal.

The feedback varies, depending on the type

of research, but examples include pupils’

test results and an analysis of a school’s

questionnaire responses compared against

other schools’ responses. 

As well as making the process more

straightforward for schools, the Portal

keeps schools’ data safe, avoiding the pos-

sibility of emails going astray, or paper

forms being lost in the post. Any data up-

loaded to the Portal is encrypted and se-

curely stored, and it has been tested by

computer security specialists to ensure that

data can’t be accessed by anyone else. In

addition, it cuts down on the amount of

paper used for communicating with schools

and reduces costs, ensuring that the public

money that often funds research is spent in

the most effective way. 

Last year, schools ac-

cessed the Portal over

20,000 times, downloading

over 25,000 documents and securely up-

loading over 5,000 sets of data. NFER is

committed to improving the Portal, making

it more useful and easy to use for schools.

Further information

www.nfer.ac.uk/nfer/what-we-offer/

schools/taking-part.cfm

School Portal makes
research easy for schools

Ed Wallis

  te in research

any data uploaded to

the Portal is encrypted

and securely stored

www.nfer.ac.uk/nfer/what-we-offer/schools/taking-part.cfm
www.nfer.ac.uk/nfer/what-we-offer/schools/taking-part.cfm


young people are

generally very confident

with new technologies

and are rapidly

developing their e-skills
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N
FER is continuing to develop its

range of research projects on new

technologies, and in recent

months there has been a particular focus

on the role that they play in the lives of

young people. The findings

from a number of current proj-

ects show that although young

people are tending to develop

their skills in their own time

and outside school or college, a

minority don't have access to a

computer at home and there-

fore risk digital exclusion.

The great majority of young

people now have access both

to a computer and to the internet at home.

The proportions seem to be somewhere

between 80 per cent and 95 per cent of the

school–aged population having home com-

puter access, depending upon the precise

wording of the question asked, and which

survey findings you choose to use. It is cer-

tainly true now to say that most learners’

homes are ‘technologically rich’.  Personal

ownership of computers increases as learn-

ers become older and as socio-economic

status increases.

This still leaves between five and 20 per

cent of young people without a home com-

puter (despite initiatives such as the Home

Access programme), and this remains a

challenge for those aiming at universal ac-

cess and digital inclusion. Particular atten-

tion may need to be given to ‘hard to reach’

groups of learners and families who face

serious barriers to home access and home

use of computers. There is a serious risk of

‘double deprivation’ for these groups, in

the form of combined economic and tech-

nological exclusion.

Young peoples’ responses

to survey and interview ques-

tions on ethical and safety is-

sues related to computers and

the internet suggest that

there is scope for e-safety ad-

vice and guidance to be im-

proved by both schools and

parents. In a survey carried

out by NFER for Becta, for ex-

ample, 20 per cent of primary learners re-

ported that they had not received e-safety

education from a teacher, while almost 15

per cent had not received e-safety educa-

tion from a parent. At secondary level,

these figures were 35 per cent and 29 per

cent respectively. In addition, only 13 per

cent of primary learners and 5 per cent of

secondary learners answered ‘yes’ when

asked if they were supervised when using

the internet at home.

Young people are generally very confi-

dent with new technologies and are rapidly

developing their e-skills. However, learners

tend to use computers most frequently for

what might be called ‘routine’ learning

tasks, such as internet research and to pres-

ent their work in particular ways both at

home and school. Relatively low propor-

tions of learners reported using what might

be considered to be ‘advanced’ e-skills,

such as uploading resources from the in-

ternet, or using Web 2.0 technology to cre-

ate web pages.

There is some evidence, especially from

interviews, that young people are tending

to develop their e-skills largely in their own

time and outside formal institutions. This is

true in relation to both hardware – using

mobile phones and games consoles, for ex-

ample – and applications, such as Face-

book, Wikipedia and YouTube.  It would be

beneficial for those who work in schools

and children’s services to build upon and

make greater use of the ICT skills and ex-

perience that learners have acquired at

home or outside school. Having said this,

there are already excellent examples of in-

novation. These include, for example: the

use of gaming in primary schools to assist

children with thinking, planning, design and

strategic skills, the use of dedicated web-

sites by local authorities to improve youth

participation in their area, and increasing

use of videos and podcasts to enable young

people to complete a project or to make a

presentation.

Further information

www.nfer.ac.uk/nfer/research/projects/

harnessing-technology-survey-2008/

www.nfer.ac.uk/nfer/research/projects/

using-social-software/

How young people use new

technologies
Peter Rudd

particular attention

may need to be

given to ‘hard to

reach’ groups of

learners and families

who face serious

barriers to home

access and home use

of computers

www.nfer.ac.uk/nfer/research/projects/using-social-software/
www.nfer.ac.uk/nfer/research/projects/using-social-software/
www.nfer.ac.uk/nfer/research/projects/harnessing-technology-survey-2008/
www.nfer.ac.uk/nfer/research/projects/harnessing-technology-survey-2008/
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Assistant and 
Deputy Headteachers

are eligible for full
membership of NAHT

Join by 31 December 2009 and receive
a FREE copy of Writing a Policy worth £15.

NAHT is an independent trade union and professional association
representing over 28,600 members in England, Wales and Northern Ireland.
In addition to effective union support and professional advice, NAHT:

• negotiates on pay, conditions and pensions in the interests 
of all school leaders;

• focuses on leadership issues across the education spectrum; 

• delivers effective CPD training
programmes many geared specifically
towards assistant and deputy
headteachers;  

• ensures the interests of assistant and
deputies head-teachers are represented
by a specific committee as part of our
ruling Council. 

To request an application form call the
Membership Recruitment Team on
01444 472 414 (quoting NFERPolicy) or
email joinus@naht.org.uk adding
NFERPolicy in the subject line. 

       21/8/09  14:

The International Information Unit hosts two key interna-

tional information projects: Eurydice at NFER and INCA. It

also hosts NFER’s international development work.

Eurydice at NFER is the unit for England, Wales and

Northern Ireland in the Eurydice information network on

education. It provides reliable, comparative information on

education in Europe to support and enhance the policy-

making process, including:

• Education in the News, an international bulletin of top-

ical policy news in education

• briefing papers , fact sheets and email alerts

• a targeted enquiry service for policy makers

• contributions to Eurydice Network publications and

databases.

The Eurydice at NFER website is available at:

www.nfer.ac.uk/eurydice. The Eurydice Network website

is available at: www.eurydice.org.

INCA provides descriptions of the curriculum, assess-

ment and initial teacher training frameworks in several

countries in Europe and Asia, plus the USA, Canada, Aus-

tralia, New Zealand and South Africa. The INCA website

covers pre-school, primary and secondary education and is

available at: www.inca.org.uk.

EURYDICE at NFER

D
amers First School is a large (400

plus) community three-form entry

primary school in the historic town

of Dorchester, awarded the Ofsted grading

of ‘outstanding’ in its recent inspection. It

prides itself on being innovative and has a

philosophy of children being involved with

their learning. The school is using i-nfer

plan, alongside SATs, optional SATs and

other tools, to aid their half-termly tracking

of children’s progress in Maths, English and

Science.  

Integration into teaching and planning

Sally Limmer, the school’s ICT co-ordinator

and a class teacher, says: ‘We always have

sight of the “3 Rs”, and constantly look for

ways to improve children’s learning, and

our assessment of their understanding and

knowledge. We chose i-nfer plan for its

NFER credibility and breadth of features.

Each class teacher can use it formatively,

before and after teaching a topic to help

planning and assess progress, but it also

provides summative reports, ideal for end-

of-year reporting. This saves teachers time,

and allows them to focus on compiling a

balanced assessment of each child’s

progress against their targets for the year.

i-nfer plan has a lot of features and pro-

vides many benefits, but two of the key

ones for our school are the ongoing consis-

tency and objectivity of the reporting to

teachers. The instant NFER analysis pro-

vides an independent viewpoint of chil-

dren’s progress, coupled with their

strengths and weaknesses on a particular

topic and subject. One of the great things

about the reporting is that it provides both

a child-speak version, which is ideal for im-

mediate feedback in the classroom, and a

written description of each child’s under-

standing of that particular unit – as op-

posed to just an NC score. NC scores

themselves are provided to a sub-level. The

descriptive profiles are ideal for a number

of purposes and people, including parents.’

Continued at www.i-nfer.co.uk/school_

case_studies.html

For a real insight into a school using 

i-nfer plan watch the Damers School video

with interviews with Sally Limmer, head

teacher Phillip Minns and the children. Go

to: www.i-nfer.co.uk/full_version.html 

A primary school case study 
for i-nfer plan:
a formative and summative e-assessment tool

ADVERTISEMENT

www.i-nfer.co.uk/full_version.html
www.i-nfer.co.uk/full_version.html
http://www.i-nfer.co.uk/school_case_studies.html
http://www.i-nfer.co.uk/school_case_studies.html
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T
he final report on the development

of primary language learning was

published by the DCSF in July 2009.

It marked the end of a project

that began in 2006 and took

the form of a longitudinal sur-

vey of language learning at key

stage 2.

The report presented evi-

dence of dramatic progress in

primary language learning in England, with

92 per cent of schools now providing lan-

guages at key stage 2, an increase of 22 per

cent since 2006, and 69 per cent of schools

in 2008 fully meeting the entitlement for all

year groups. As the entitlement has now

been superseded by the decision to make

languages at key stage 2 compulsory by

2011, the report also provided an indica-

tion of schools’ awareness of this and an

estimate that a quarter of schools may not

be ready for the statutory re-

quirement.

The report was published

at a time when there is a lot of

interest in language learning,

because of the sharp decline

in the take-up of languages at

key stage 4 and post-16. The report also

highlighted the issues of sustainability and

concerns about language transition to key

stage 3: the variability of primary provision

means that many secondary language

teachers ‘start from scratch’ and pupils’ en-

thusiasm for languages can be quickly di-

minished. As primary language teaching

expands to meet the statutory require-

ment, this transition issue will become cru-

cial. Teachers’ responses to the surveys

indicated that the whole area of communi-

cation between the primary and secondary

staff teaching languages is still underdevel-

oped, and is often dependent on individual

contacts, which can easily be lost.

The authors presented the report at a

research seminar at the DCSF, where there

was a great deal of interest in the findings

and their implications. The languages 

policy team at DCSF is currently using the

report to plan for the implementation of

languages as a statutory subject at key

stage 2.

Further information

www.nfer.ac.uk/nfer/publications/PLF01/

the report presented

evidence of dramatic

progress in primary

language learning in

England

Progress in children’s
entitlement to learn
languages
Pauline Wade

www.nfer.ac.uk/nfer/publications/PLF01/
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I
n 2004, the Government committed to

recruiting, training and supporting two

cadres of Higher Level Teaching Assis-

tants (HLTAs), specialising in secondary

maths or science. The HLTA status recog-

nises the higher-level skills and knowledge

that support staff require to lead a range of

learning-related activities under the direc-

tion and supervision of a teacher.  

NFER was commissioned by The Train-

ing and Development Agency for Schools to

investigate the deployment and impact of

maths and science HLTAs. Researchers con-

ducted surveys with a range of school staff

and made case-study visits to nine schools

in 2008 and 2009.

Deployment and line management

arrangements

Almost half of the HLTAs surveyed reported

that they were line managed by the Special

Educational Needs Co-ordinator, while ap-

proximately four out of ten said they were

line managed by their subject leader. HLTAs

with a special educational needs line man-

ager were more likely to report that their

roles and responsibilities were not defined

and that their skills and interests were not

always matched to the school. Schools may

find it helpful to ensure their HLTAs have

regular contact with and receive support

from a subject specialist. Overall, HLTA line

management arrangements appeared to

be fluid and in the process of evolving, as

schools and departments work out what is

the most effective arrangement for their

particular circumstances.

Many HLTAs reported that they most

frequently worked with pupils who found

mathematics or science challenging and

supported pupils with emotional and be-

havioural difficulties. Observations and in-

terviews in the case-study schools showed

a wide range of teaching tasks, including:

• working with small groups of pupils in-

dependently outside the classroom

• co-teaching in the same classroom en-

vironment with the subject teacher

• supporting individual pupils in the class-

room. 

Covering lessons and producing resources

were also seen as HLTA roles, as well as

being a form tutor, cover organiser, man-

aging other support staff and running addi-

tional extra-curricular activities. Put

together, these suggest not only innovative

approaches to subject delivery but also a

wider contribution to the department and

school.

The positive impact of
maths and science HLTAs

Matthew Walker

The real advantage of the HLTA role is intervention and the ability 

to work with small groups with the full confidence of their

departments.   (Headteacher)
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Impact of the HLTA role

There was broad consensus that HLTAs had

a significant impact on pupils. Improve-

ments in learning attainment, (including

‘faster progression’) were described, but

school staff also highlighted pupils’ greater

enjoyment of and engagement with maths

and science, their increase in confidence

and  improved behaviour. Pupils inter-

viewed as part of the case studies noted

that small group work with an HLTA:

• made it easier to concentrate and stay

on task

• made them feel comfortable, confident

and able to ask questions

• made learning fun and helped them

recognise the importance of the sub-

ject.

Departmental benefits associated with the

role included HLTAs helping to plan lessons

and develop support materials, better

teaching, and the positive impact on pupil

achievement.

The majority of teachers reported that

HLTAs made a positive contribution to im-

proving the quality of their teaching, while

many agreed that having an HLTA to sup-

port them had helped to reduce their

stress levels and workload. 

HLTAs themselves reported that achiev-

ing the status had led to improved job sat-

isfaction and had increased their science or

maths subject knowledge. Many also re-

ported that achieving the status had

helped with their career development and

increased their recognition within the

school.

Overall, the study has found that

schools valued the contribution that math-

ematics and science HLTAs were making to

school life. Schools that had embraced the

role had found their maths and science

HLTAs were helping to support pupils with

specific and varied needs, contributing to

pupils’ understanding of maths and science

topics, and helping to improve pupil

achievement and opportunities for per-

sonalised learning. 

Further information

www.nfer.ac.uk/hlta 

N
ew research into the relative age

of learners – the youngest com-

pared to the oldest in a year group

– investigates the problems this can cause

in the international context. The Influence

of Relative Age on Learner Attainment and

Development was based on evidence from

13 countries, key findings include the fol-

lowing.

• Pupils who are younger in the year

group do less well in attainment tests,

are more frequently identified as having

special educational needs and are more

frequently referred to psychiatric serv-

ices.

• Effects on attainment are quite large

when children start school, but get pro-

gressively smaller as they get older.

• The strategies identified as most likely

to help reduce relative age effects are to

use age-standardised tests, ensure that

relatively younger pupils have an ap-

propriate curriculum, and improve

teachers’ awareness of the issue.

• The review does not recommend defer-

ring entry to school for a year for the

youngest children or requiring them to

repeat a year, as happens in other 

countries. 

Further information

www.nfer.ac.uk/nfer/publications/QSB01/

The effects of being
‘summer born’ on
attainment and
development

Allie Chownsmith

www.nfer.ac.uk/nfer/publications/QSB01/
www.nfer.ac.uk/hlta
www.nfer.ac.uk/hlta
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P
ractitioner research done with the

aim of gaining better understanding

and making improvements to prac-

tice can be extremely powerful and re-

warding – knowing that you and others

have made an identifiable change to their

outlook or practice makes the time spent

on the research seem fabulously worth-

while. 

But you have to do the actual research

first. And that’s where this new book from

NFER comes in. This collection of stories of

action research is an inspiring call to action

for all teachers, tutors, lecturers, trainers

and education students. Quite apart from

the changes to practice and thought that

action research can lead to, the actual

doing of it is part of continuing professional

development. The skills and knowledge

needed to conduct the research are only

half the story – the other half is the im-

proved understanding of your own abilities,

improved self-esteem and confi-

dence, a feeling of really having

made an impact.

Stories from teacher re-

searchers and, in one case,

a student researcher, show

that small-scale projects

are do-able and worth-

while. From the bene-

fits of a forest school

experience for very

young children to how to

motivate A-level students to read

more, and from an experiment in assess-

ment for learning to understanding ways to

improve staff development for those work-

ing with deaf children, there is much for us

all to learn. The collection is completed

with the story of how developing a culture

of research helped to change thinking and

practice at a sixth-form college.

The articles are drawn

from NFER’s journal practi-

cal research for education,

which has a long history of

publishing articles based on ac-

tion research, written in accessi-

ble, professional language with

illustrative examples.

To order your copy email

book.sales@nfer.ac.uk, call 01753

637002 or visit www.nfer.ac.uk/

publications. Special price for Impact

readers: £5 plus p&p when quoting AITB.

Action
research
book is
making a
difference
Alison Lawson

Most refreshing. I'm looking

forward to bringing your

writings to the attention of the

teachers I'm working with on

their continuing professional

development programmes in

schools. I particularly liked

Jessica Lobo's contribution as a

year 11 student researcher.

(Jack Whitehead, action

research expert)

www.nfer.ac.uk/publications
www.nfer.ac.uk/publications
mailto:book.sales@nfer.ac.uk
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Doing research? Use CERUKplus

The free online database of current education 

and children’s services research in the UK

Informed search for research

Visible profile your work

Alert e-updates in your field

www.ceruk.ac.uk FREE USB stick

Do you use 
online communities 

in your research? 

Fill in our short online 
questionnaire to give us your
views and we’ll send you a



The IPC gets children interested and focused, helping them make real life links in their learning and in developing and 
mastering essential skills, knowledge and understanding. It’s made such a difference to us all – children and teachers alike.”
Belinda Basnett, Headteacher, St. Aloysius Catholic Primary School, Merseyside

“

To request an information pack or meet the IPC Team please call 020 7531 9696 or go to www.internationalprimarycurriculum.com

Welcome to the 
World of IPC Learning. 
Great Learning, Great Teaching, Great Fun.

Where over 180,000 children around the globe 
enjoy the IPC’s balance of creativity and rigour. 

I can make a I can make a
rocket that rocket that
moves! moves! ((Skil lSkil l))

I am beginning to I am beginning to
think about how things think about how things
change in the world change in the world
(Early Understanding)(Early Understanding)

I know that I know that
forces can forces can
move my rocket move my rocket
(Knowledge)(Knowledge)

From Fieldwork Education, part of the WCL Group

www.fieldworkeducation.co.uk


